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Introduction the Complex Monetary and Financial Relationship between China 
and United States. 
 
The present day world is rife with conflicts and tensions. Various reasons are ascribed 
to these tensions.There are tremendous ethnic and religious differences and these 
strains  are often amalgamated1 with economic, political and military tension 
frequently resulting in open violence and warfare. Even when open warfare is absent 
the world is entangled and is hardly free from the situation of conflict. The scenerio in 
recent time is the terrible tariff war between China and USA the two giant nations of 
the world. 
China and the United States are large economies, providing nearly half the world’s 
economic growth in recent years. The two countries represent the world’s most 
important bilateral economic and trading relationship. Each country has a distinct role: 
China is the world’s leading manufacturer and the United States is one of the 
wealthiest consumer and industrial markets. 
 
China owes much of its international trading success to the value of renminbi,its 
national currency also called the yuan. Over years the renminbi has been cheap by 
world standards, making Chinese products inexpensive to foreign importers.The value 
of renminbi is set at a fixed exchange to the US dollar and other world currencies.The 
Chinese government intervenes regularly in currency markets to ensure that this fixed 
rate is maintained the relatively low value of the renminbi has stimulated huge 
demand for Chinese made products ,a major cause of United States’ persistent trade 
deficit with China. 
 
Large scale exporting has led to massive capital inflows, making China the world’s 
biggest holder of “foreign exchange reserves”.China has used much of these reserves 
ti invest in US government securities, helping to finance the United States huge 
government budget deficits. In 2006, China purchases nearly half the issues of US 
Treasury securities totaling $87 billion and making China the world’s largest investor 
in US government deficits. Simultaneously,  China needs the United States to buy the 
exports responsible for much of China’s wealth. 
China’s fixed exchange rate policy is one of the hottest topics in international 
finance.Some economists argue that the system has been good for China stabilizing its 
currency and giving foreign investors the confidence to build factories in China.They 
believe that China should allow its currency to float freely in response to the market 
                                                 
1 Amalgamated -combine or unite to form one organization  
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forces.Partly because of pressure from the United States and other countries China 
revalued the renminbi slightly in 2005 to make it more expensive relative to the dollar. 
When the Chines government increased the renminbi’s value its product became more 
expensive to the foreigners, reducing world demand for Chinese exports.Currency 
revaluations of this sort can lower a country’s earnings and trigger an economic 
recession. 
 
Tariff : A Definition 
A tariff is a tax on imports or exports between sovereign states and is a form of 
regulation of foreign trade. It is a policy of taxing foreign products to encourage and 
protect domestic industry.Neo classical economic theorists tend to view tariffs as 
distortions to the free market. Typical analysis find  that tariff tends to benefit 
domestic producers and government at the expense of the consumers and that the net 
welfare effects of a tariff on importing country is negative. It is often used as a 
political tool among nations. 
 
Works of Nobel Laureates  
In this context the works of Nobel Laureates for their works in 2012 is specially 
relevant. The Nobel Prize in Economics was awarded to Alvin E Roth and Lloyd 
Shapley for the theory of stable allocations and the practice of market design”. 
Through a combination of Shapley’s theory empirical2 research and Roth’s market 
design application parties and individuals could be matched efficiently for their 
mutual benefit and resource could be better allocated in a range of markets. This 
contrasted the traditional market analysis in which efficiency was achieved through 
price mechanism which operated when the demand for goods and services exceeded 
supply.Shapley was awarded the Nobel for his theoretical contribution to the 
development of a branch of Game Theory known as Cooperative Game Theory. His 
efforts were focused on determining a method of identifying stable matches. 
 
Mechanism of the Tariff War 
The imposition of high tariff on a country’s exports implies less goods will now be 
imported form the country into the tariff imposing country, which will have an 
immediate effect on the exchange rate of the country concerned. 
 
    The United States have claimed that forced technology transfer from US  
companies to Chinese entity through FDI. In order to gain  access to these  technology 
transfer China compells foreign firms to enter into forceful joint ventures.It is 
considered to be the Chinese theft of Intellectual Property  and US  firms are 
compelled to transfer the confidential technology and trade secrets  before having 
access to the Chinese markets. Although this kind  of transfer is disgruntled by the 
WTO however the negotiations are done with grater secrecy to avoid penalties. 
 
Intellectual Property Rights are exclusive rights of commercial exploitation limited in 
time and scope provided by National Law for anything of value created by human 

                                                 
2 Empirical- data based study                
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intellect. These rights are given in return for disclosing innovation or invention on 
condition after specified period of protection.  There are various  types of IPR  . They 
are patents, copyright, trademark, design  and geographical identification.The 
Commission of theft of American Intellectual Property Right states that the  
agreement to manufacture in China is the open door to the theft of  technology and 
forced transfer.                                                               
 
The Clash with China : An Introduction  
In the month of July 2018, the American  administration under President Donald 
Trump declared a proposed 10% tariff on $200 billion worth of Chinese goods—an 
amount China could not match even if it wanted to (US exports to China totaled 
$129.8 billion in 2017). This news came days after a 25% tariff took effect on $34 
billion worth of US imports from China. The action effectively nullified all trade 
agreement between the countries, according to the Chinese government, with all-out 
trade war looking progressively likely as tensions proceeded to intensify. 
President Trump has since announced further intention to levy taxes on all imports 
from China ($505.5 billion in 2017) and the hopefulness of accelerating the level of 
all the tariffs on Chinese goods to 25%. Nonetheless the IMF {The International 
Monetary Fund } gave the warning that a trade war would cost the global economy 
upward of $430 billion—or reduce annual growth by about 0.5%.This is the 
background of such a climax that took toll and international community at large are 
affected. Although this is a somewhat rosier forecast than the 2%–3% hit to global 
GDP some economists anticipate, the threat has companies worldwide bracing for the 
impact on global supply chains, as some fear trade war will lead to another 
international financial crisis. The US is particularly assailable due to the lethal 
punishments its actions would engender.3 The US-imposed tariffs that are currently in 
effect target products central to China’s “Made in China 2025” plan to overtake the 
US as the global leader in high-tech industries.  
 
Losers in the Trade War 
US farmers, automakers, and producers of consumer products such as electronic 
devices could be the hardest hit by the trade war, although this depends to some extent 
on whether the Trump administration provides aid packages to offset any losses. 
Tariffs China placed on US agriculture and meat products corresponded with rapid 
price drops (e.g., US soybean prices have fallen 14% since April) and a record 2.5 
billion pounds of meat piling up in domestic warehouses due to canceled export orders 
and insufficient domestic demand. As a result, the Trump administration has ordered a 
$12 billion aid package for farmers, which may mitigate the short-term damage the 
tariffs have on agriculture. Furthermore, on July 25, the EU and the US agreed to 
discuss the possibility of lifting all tariffs they have placed on one another and 
ramping up US soybean exports to the EU to mitigate losses incurred by the US due to 
its trade war with China.US automakers ranging from Ford to Tesla face added costs 
stemming from duties both the US and China have placed on steel, aluminum, and 
certain motor vehicles and various parts—with the US contemplating the enactment of 

                                                 
3 Give rise to a situation  
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an additional 25% duty on all motor vehicle imports to the US. Given the global 
nature of the auto industry’s supply chains, the ripple effect would be far-reaching. 
According to the National Automobile Dealers. Manufacturers of consumer products 
ranging from commodity hand tools to air conditioners and vacuum cleaners also face 
price hikes due to the crimp the US-imposed steel and aluminum tariffs have put in 
their supply chains. Illinois Tool Works, Lennox International, and Whirpool, for 
example, all attribute higher raw material costs to the tariffs, which will correspond 
with higher retail prices. Packaging producer Sonoco is also planning to hike prices 
because of the steel and aluminum tariffs. And leading US nail and fastener supplier 
Mid Continent Nail (subsidiary of Mid-Continent Steel & Wire) has already laid off 
60 employees and expects to close completely if the tariffs continue. 
China’s Plan of Action 
Advanced technology firms like Apple, Facebook, and Google—which use Chinese-
made components to manufacturer many of their consumer products, including 
smartphones and tablets—will also face hardship from the tariffs even though the 
industry is a victim of the Chinese intellectual property4 theft that the tariffs were 
levied to countervail. In addition to general price increases—roughly half of all 
information technology (IT)component imports to the US in 2017 came from China—
these companies would fact has been over a year since Chinese President Xi Jinping 
declared that China has entered a “new era,” and his plan to restore the country to 
global prominence is clear: Just as the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) controls 
China’s domestic life, it intends to control foreign policy as well.With characteristic 
communist party directed planned economy, Chinese state-owned enterprises and 
crony capitalism price ceilings gain the most benefits in most activities including the 
Belt and Road Initiative and Made in China 2025. With all kinds of distortion, the 
U.S., Japan, Canada, Mexico, E.U. countries among others don't recognize China as a 
market economy 
Economist Irwin Stelzer states China's centrally directed economy with its goal to 
preserve communist party control of the politics and economy is relevant to U.S. trade 
policy. Political scientist and former White House national security officer Aaron 
Friedberg has also said the communist party regime has expanded its use of state-
directed, market-distorting, mercantilist policies, especially since 2008.The 2018 
Congressional hearing "U.S. Tools to Address Chinese Market Distortions" discussed 
how "the Party leads everything" doctrine makes China’s economy hard for the 
trading rules to deal with and results in many U.S. businesses bowing to pressure even 
though their decisions may jeopardize the future of their companies and the U.S. 
economy as a whole. The structural problem of the Chinese communist party’s 
fundamental opposition to free-market capitalism and fair competition is considered 
the root cause of U.S.-China economic tensions 
 
 

                                                 
4 Intellectual property rights are the rights given to persons over the creations of their minds. They 

usually give the creator an exclusive right over the use of his/her creation for a certain period of 
time. 
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United States' view: Accusation of theft of intellectual property, technology and 
trade secrets 
Richard Trumka, president of the AFL-CIO, which represents over 12 million active 
and retired workers, said that China had stolen U.S. intellectual property and "bullied 
its way into acquiring critical U.S. advances in technology." He stated in March 2018 
that "Tariffs aren’t an end goal, but an important tool to end trade practices that kill 
American jobs and drive down American pay." 
Many countries and companies have accused Chinese spies and hackers of stealing 
technological and scientific secrets through the planting of software bugs and by 
infiltrating industries, institutions, and universities. China was also accused it 
benefited itself from stealing foreign designs, flouting of product copyrights and a 
two-speed patent system that discriminates against foreign firms with unreasonably 
longer times.Chinese intelligence service was accused of assisting Chinese companies 
by stealing company secrets. 
U.S. Senator Mark Warner, the Vice Chair of the Senate Intelligence Committee, 
called Huawei a threat to U.S. national security. 
US officials have accused Chinese spies and hackers of stealing sensitive and top US 
military technology including B-2 stealth bomber, C-17 transport aircraft, F-117 
stealth attack aircraft, F-22 and F-35 stealth fighters, aircraft engine, military 
helicopter, unmanned aerial vehicle, unmanned underwater vehicle, destroyer, air-
cushioned landing craft, submarine, missile, satellite, weapons system, robotics, 
artificial intelligence, semi-conductor, solid-state drive, cellular mobile 
communications technology, software among almost all types of armaments and 
advanced technology.The United States have claimed that forced technology transfer 
from U S companies to Chinese entity through FDI (Foreign Direct Investment) 
 
China’s View:  China, US should be partners, not rivals 
News published in BEIJING states that  China and the United States should be 
partners, not rivals, and together they could be good for each other and the whole 
world, Chinese President Xi Jinping .Donald Trump’s visit to China to ease out the 
tension. 
 
According to the Chinese President ,"The two countries will be able to open a new 
page of bilateral ties and make new contribution to the future of all humankind once 
they pursue it firmly and persistently,"  
"China and the United States now have developed into a community of deeply 
intertwined and shared interests," Xi said. "The two are sharing more, with broader 
interests and bigger and heavier responsibilities in safeguarding world peace and 
promoting common development."  
The voice of the Chinese President talks about cooperation5 with United States and is 
very true to the theory of cooperative game as has already been stated earlier. 
Expressing gratitude for the warm welcome from President Xi, Trump said he 
believed that cooperation between the United States and China would benefit the two 
sides, and bring peace, prosperity and security to the world.  

                                                 
5 the action or process of working together to the same end 
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Sense of Cooperation between China and United States. 
History shows that cooperation is the best choice for both China and the United States, 
Chinese President Xi Jinping told U.S. President Donald Trump in a congratulatory 
message on Tuesday to mark 40 years since the establishment of diplomatic relations. 
The two countries agreed last month to a 90-day temporary ceasefire in their bitter 
trade war to give them time to hold fresh talks to try and end a dispute that has seen 
them level increasingly severe tariffs on each others’ goods. 
In his message to Trump, Xi said China-U.S. relations have experienced ups and 
downs but have made historic progress over the past four decades, state news agency 
Xinhua said. 
This has brought huge benefits to the two peoples and has contributed greatly to world 
peace, stability and prosperity, Xi added. 
“History has proved that cooperation is the best choice for both sides,” Xi said. 
Sino-U.S. relations are in an important stage, he added. 
“I attach great importance to the development of China-U.S. relations and am willing 
to work with President Trump to summarise the experience of the development of 
China-U.S. relations and implement the consensus we have reached in a joint effort to 
advance China-U.S. relations featuring coordination, cooperation and stability so as to 
better benefit the two peoples as well as the people of the rest of the world,” he said. 
Trump sent his own congratulatory message in return, saying it was his priority to 
promote cooperative and constructive U.S.-China relations, Xinhua added. 
Xi and Trump also spoke by telephone over the weekend. Trump said he had a “long 
and very good call” with Xi and that a possible trade deal between the United States 
and China was progressing well. 
China and the United States have made plans for face-to-face consultations over trade 
in January, China’s Commerce Ministry said last week. 
Xinhua, in a commentary, said it was only natural the two countries would have 
disagreements and encounter problems, considering their “different social systems, 
development paths and historical and cultural backgrounds.” 
“At a time when the world is undergoing unprecedentedly profound changes and is 
fraught with risks and uncertainties, the global community expects even closer 
collaboration between the two largest economies,” it said. 
This year marks a series of sensitive anniversaries for China, including, in June, 30 
years since the bloody crackdown on pro-democracy demonstrators in and around 
Beijing’s Tiananmen Square. 
6 The news paper report tries to paint the relationship mapping between the two 
countries. 
Mutual Aid: An Introduction 
Mutual aid is common in animals especially in migratory7 birds and a close symphony 
is observed in their breeding association. With the advent of the spring in the 
                                                 
6 The extract is taken from newspaper report and the recent conversation between the two heads of 

China and USA 
                                                                               5 
7 The dictionary definition of migratory bird is a bird that travels from one place to another at 

regular times often over long distances.                                                  
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temperate zone myriads of birds which are scattered over warmer zones of the 
southern latitudes come closed full of life and joy and flock northwards to rear their 
off springs.Each ocean cliffs, hedges, groves, lakes ponds of Northern Europe, 
Northern Asia tell the same story of aquatic birds all living in perfect peace protecting 
each other. 
Kropotkin’s View  
The ideas of Social Darwinism directly or indirectly led to a acceptance of 
competition as a social virtue .But such ideas reduce man to a non moral state.As 
though all our choices are motivated by considerations operating at the level of 
organic existence. The moral entity of man is being denied as though. 
An alternative moral system could be explored following the ideas of mutual aid 
propounded by the anarchist thinkers like Prince Kropotkin(1842-1921).It is 
interesting to note that Sister Nivedita was one of the important admirers and 
propagators of these ideas.The question is whether we should adapt to our conditions 
through fierce competition or mutual aid. 
Kropotkin expounded two senses of mutual aid one biological and the other ethical. 
Biologically the term is used as an instinctual sense of cooperation. Ethical mutual aid 
on the other hand was created by the habits which results from biological practice. 
The act of cooperation in species leads to formulation of codes of behavior, languages 
and a sense of common interest. As they work together they alter their conditions of 
their material life and by changing their environment they in turn become 
transformed.  Since the operation is by the direct action of the environment, ethical 
mutual aid may be encouraged or inhibited in its development by particular historical 
circumstances, where material conditions has been altered according to the Principle 
of Mutual Aid, species make further ethical progress. Alternatively where conditions 
inhibit cooperation,species regress in mutual aid and Kropotkin sought to show that 
this is an anthropological and historical account of human society. Following the 
nineteenth century practice he chartered the human development through three stages 
savagery,barbarism and civilization. Mutual aid has achieved its highest form at the 
start of the final stage in the period of the Medieval City State. 
“No man can resist the modifying influences of the things he perpetually 
contemplates.”writes sister Nivedita while reviewing Kropotkin’s Mutual Aid in 
Prabuddha Bharat in December 1907.From this she moves on to derive a principle of 
adaptation through mutual help as seen in the kind of behaviour shown by particular 
groups of animal herds in protecting the young ones and perhaps the weaker ones as 
well. 
 
The Nobel Prize for Economic Sciences in 2012 was awarded to Alvin E Roth and 
Lloyd Shapley for the theory of stable allocations and the practice of market design”. 
Lloyd Shapley used so-called cooperative game theory to study and compare different 
matching methods. A key issue is to ensure that a matching is stable in the sense 
that two agents cannot be found who would prefer each other over their current 
counterparts. Shapley and his colleagues derived specific methods – in particular, the 
so-called Gale-Shapley algorithm – that always ensure a stable matching. These 
methods also limit agents’ motives for manipulating the matching process. Shapley 
was able to show how the specific design of a method may systematically benefit one 
or the other side of the market. 
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Alvin Roth recognized that Shapley’s theoretical results could clarify the functioning 
of important markets in practice. In a series of empirical studies, Roth and his col-
leagues demonstrated that stability is the key to under- standing the success of 
particular market institutions. Roth was later able to substantiate this conclusion in 
systematic laboratory experiments. He also helped redesign existing institutions for 
matching new doctors with hospitals, students with schools, and organ donors with 
patients. These reforms are all based on the Gale-Shapley algorithm, along with 
modifications that take into account specific circumstances and ethical restrictions, 
such as the preclusion of side payments.   Even though these two researchers worked 
independently of one another, the combination of Shapley’s basic theory and Roth’s 
empirical investigations, experiments and practical design has generated a flourishing 
field of research and improved the performance of many markets. This year’s prize is 
awarded for an outstanding example of economic engineering. 
 
Democracy and Tolerance : A Critical Evaluation 
It is worthwhile to incorporate two definitions Democracy and Tolerance which is the 
need of the hour to foster great sense of human unity among the two tariff warring 
groups. 
Meaning of Democracy :Democracy is defined as a system of government where the 
rule in in the hands of the citizens and they exercise their power to vote to directly to  
elect representatives from them such that they have a voice to put forward their 
grievances and aid in the smooth functioning of the administration . Democracy is 
sometimes referred to as "rule of the majority".Tolerance means capability to bear 
pain or hardship ,endurance, bravery, endurance, sympathy or lenience for beliefs or 
practices differing from or conflicting with one's own. This is the dictionary meaning 
of tolerance. However the world wide picture of tolerance and endurance is absent in 
this present day. The paper tries to analyses the cause of this unrest and the factors 
that leads to this unrest. It gives statistical evidence of the increasing picture of this 
unrest which leads to a very pity world condition. 
The first picture of Democracy that was planted in the Indian Soil is by King Bharat 
the son of Dushmant and Shakuntala .King Bharat has the extraordinary genius within 
him and he was brought up to be a great king. King Bharat has the symbol of Sree 
Krishna’s disc at his right palm which potrays him to a very great emperor or rather a 
force of unison The concept of democracy was first planted by King Bharat who could  
                                                                 7 
not take the decision to choose among his nine children the rightful person to the 
 throne who can rule with a just and composed way. Emperor Bharat greatness has 
been such that our country was named as Bharatvarsh after his name. Bharat 
approached Maharishi Kanvya who asked him to see introspectively his responsibility 
as a king. Being a King means that he is the guardian of all his citizens and his 
personal identity of being a father not only to his nine sons but to the entire country as 
such. The concept of universality breaks open the personal narrow domain of 
commonality to become the monarch and guardian for the entire country as such.He 
took the decision to crown Bhumanyu one of his able subject as his successor 
.Bhúmanyu was born out of that great sacrifice performed by the Sage Bharadwaja at 
the behest of Bharata. Bhúmanyu was adopted by Bharata as his son.Bhumanyu was 
made the next emperor. Bhumanyu's lineage is the story of the of the great epic 
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Mahabharat. The concept of democracy traces back far to the reign of King Bharat the 
person from whom our country was named Bharatvarsha, King Bharat the Charavarti 
Samrat is the son of Dusmanta the King of Hastin and Shakuntala the adopted 
daughter of Rishi Kanva and Gautami. Skatuntala is born to Brahmashri Vishwamitra 
and the celestial nymph Manoka.King Bharat planted the first seed of democracy in 
the Indian soil.Literature and history have it that Bharata performed a great sacrifice 
for obtaining an heir to the throne. The judgement seat of India is indeed one that 
needs one to do great penance for it seems to us to be a great allegory that is 
mentioned in the Puranans. The entire epic Mahabharat potrays the picture of 
democracy and tolerance and if the violations occurs then a war like situation that can 
caused devastation from the very root is the potrayal which is observed and the King 
of Hastinapur during the time of the Blind King Dhitarastra.The war that caused 
destruction of the system talks about intolerance and then the revival of the same 
system which was done as the Lord of the Universe crowned King Dritarashtra as the 
crowned King . 
 
I refer to the past and put in the example of tolerance of one of the great Mogul 
emperors Akbar.Referred to as one who got the status of the emperor as a birth right 
as he was the legitimate son of Humayun the erstwhile Emperor .Akbar was a minor 
at the time of the death of this father and Humayun vested his responsibility in one of 
his most trusted generals Bairam Khan who carried it out portrays a picture of 
tolerance and faith that has to be appreciated. The extreme power which was amassed 
by Akbar and his attitude of tolerance towards the various sectors of administration 
speaks volumes about his administrative excellence and the power of a tolerant mind. 
His managerial intelligence is a picture that must be a lesson for the present 
generation in terms of administration. There are various events in his life which talks 
of calm and composed tolerance that made him an undisputed leader of the Indian 
mass. Offcourse as far as history there are various limitations in his personality as well 
but overall he presents a picture of great tolerance that dispensed democracy to Indian 
people even being an emperor who was not elected by the people but he set a glaring 
example of one who made a rule for the people of the people and by the people and 
united India into a strong organic whole. 
King Bharat presented a greater model of tolerance which is the ultimate model to 
foster human unity and strengthen the cord of bondage. 
                                                                  
Case of Tibet :The Best Model of Tolerance 
Tibet nestled in high Himalayan mountains is seated in Buddhism is a land of thin 
oxygen and manifested in numerous rituals has unique characteristics of its own.The 
year 1959 witnessed the escape of the twenty four year old Dalai Llama from the 
Communist rule of Tibet he seeking recluse in his temporary home in the Dharmasala 
of Himachal Pradesh in India and organized a new and highly developed  government 
in exile enjoying both personal and intellectual freedom.From Childhood the God 
King of Tibet had lived in strict seclusion till the time of his second birthday enjoying 
only close acquaintance with family members and personal attendants.The guiding 
principle dominating the Tibetan lifestyle is Buddhism and violence drove the God 
King from the country for the sake of the people.He stands symbolic of the living 
conscience of the Tibetan people and a symbol of internationally respected human 
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right.He is a symbol of tolerance and is the greatest picture of democracy.He stands as 
a humanitarian symbol of world peace and his affability and hard work on behalf of 
his people earned him the Nobel Peace Prize in 1989.He spreads the message of 
Buddhism the greatest symbol of tolerance. 
 
In order to evaluate the salience and potentialities of dialogue among civilizations and 
cultures it is pertinent to probe or at least have a glimpse of the history of civilizations 
and cultures. It is extremely difficult exercises because at every step there will be 
controversies.  No conclusions / assessments are really contestable.Any brief review 
of the relative role of clashes (violence) and dialogue ( peaceful exchanges) among 
countries will be not only analytically rewarding but practically beneficial for the 
promotion of dialogue among civilizations and countries and also of an understanding 
of the relative importance of material and moral component of a nation’s vitality.This 
is where the Chinese President reverts and asks for dialogue with the USA. 
                                                             
The Pain of Transition :A Literary Review 
Some rivers sip inside the subterranean fissures of bed rocks but flows steadily within 
.The surface traces no sign of the heedless torrent of its gushing waters. The whisper 
of silence is particularly mystic  and faint like a muffled babbel. Its like a strange low 
and melodious song of a little sea shell. Inside it in innumerable echoes ripples the 
murmur of its ocean home,the pearly curve catches the multitude of sounds dim to 
human ears—the voice filling the glimmering hallows of an indiscernible web. 
This web is as sensitive as a barometer to every subtle changes around.It not only sees 
clearly and describes accurately but penetrates into the heart of things and finds some 
exquisite meaning not written on the surface. It is as lonely as a loftly peak 
surrounded by the misty winged messengers in its own empire absorbed peacefully 
suffused  and sealed with the thoughts of the Divine.Such tastes are innate to literature 
,sublime and rare, precious and latent. This subject has different ways of interpretation 
but all rests on the eyes that decodes. Life is the great game of literature. 
 
The seed of transition is ingrained in revolution and according to Apthekar is  “A 
historical process leading to and culminating in social transformation wherein one 
ruling class is replaced by another with new class as compared to the old enhanced 
productive capacities and socially progressive potentialities.”Revolution is thus not an 
accident but a historical convulsion of progressive transition.The traditional stage or 
fuedalism is the prelude to the transitional stage or pre condition to take off as 
propounded by Rostow in his stages of Economic Growth.All forces that break apart 
the traditional society that constitute the pree condition to Take off.This stage is the 
harbinger confirming the self sustaining attainment of the economy.In similar 
symphony sings the Marxian theory.Inherent conflict within the system is the factor 
for its replacement by a new improved one.Thus transits society from one stage to 
another abiding the norms devised by the Creator. 
During the hard days devastation the heavens burst asunder wreaking havoc over the 
lithosphere, furling within its fold earthquakes cyclones landslides and volcanic 
eruption its agents aiding in its mission. The pristine wood the lively kingdom of 
Nature, thus slides into the gaping fissures embracing the unfathomable lifeless 
darkness of its new home. The storehouse of life with its multifarious inhabitants 
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sealed them in eternal slumber and through ages transformed themselves, plastered 
and sandwitched inside the earth’s boiling cauldron the forest attained a new 
birth.With trinkets of diamonds adoring the outer wall the black deposits rests inside 
mammoth heaps in the underworld. This is transition. 
The pain of transition can be best understood by perusing through Elizabeth Barette 
Browning’s poem “The Musical Instrument”.Mrs Browning weaved pictures in 
melody of the transformation of a river reed into a flute.It is a biblical interpretation 
where the great God Pan resembling half a man and half a goat -a predator, an agent 
of destruction, an evil force signalling transformation.He tore out a reed ,the great god 
Pan from the deep cool bed of the river. He cut it short how tall it stood in the river. 
Then drew the pith, like the heart of a man steadily from the outside ring 
And notched the poor dry empty thing In holes as he sat by the river”The warm 
slicing pain brought in transition and transformed it into a shock absorbing cushion 
                                                                 
Conclusion  
 
“No man can resist the modifying influences of the things he perpetually 
contemplates.”writes sister Nivedita while reviewing Kropotkin’s Mutual Aid in 
Prabuddha Bharat in December 1907.From this she moves on to derive a principle of 
adaptation through mutual help as seen in the kind of behaviour shown by particular 
groups of animal herds in protecting the young ones and perhaps the weaker ones as 
well. 
In order to evaluate the salience and potentialities of dialogue among civilizations and 
cultures it is pertinent to probe or at least have a glimpse of the history of civilizations 
and cultures. It is extremely difficult exercises because at every step there will be 
controversies.  No conclusions / assessments are really contestable.Any brief review 
of the relative role of clashes (violence) and dialogue ( peaceful exchanges) among 
countries will be not only analytically rewarding but practically beneficial for the 
promotion of dialogue among civilizations and countries and also of an understanding 
of the relative importance of material and moral component of a nation’s vitality.This 
is where the Chinese President reverts and asks for dialogue with the USA. 
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